The Heart of the Station
The PKBR24 Glasswasher
Perlick’s Automatic Batch Glasswasher is what
makes our Glass Handling Station work. Its
unique, removable racks efficiently move
glasses in batches, saving handling time and
broken glasses.
It’s also easy to use and maintain. That means
minimal user training. Washing glassware is as
simple as placing a rack on the divider, manually
rotating it, and pressing the wash switch.

That’s it. Two minutes later glasses are clean
and sanitized. And, maintenance is also super
quick…super easy. There’s no tear down,
no reassembly.
Perlick’s batch glasswasher, with adjacent
glass handling modules, will create a work
station that allows the operator to work at
peak efficiency.

TOP-MOUNTED INSTRUMENT PANEL
Convenient to use and easy to see.
DUAL SELF-FLUSHING SCREENS
Protect the spray nozzles from
clogging and prevent waste from
being recirculated for the cleanest
possible wash and rinse water.

CONSERVES WATER
Rinse water is conserved and
reused for the next wash cycle.
Dirty wash water goes down
the drain.

CHEMICAL CONTROLS
Hand-adjusted flow controls for
detergent, chlorine and rinse aid.

BUILT-IN DELIME SYSTEM
For easy deliming in hard water
conditions.

METAL DIVIDER
Separates the load and wash areas.
No need for curtains.

EASY CLEANING
Simply remove any debris from the
load area and wipe off the screen in
the wash area.

REMOVABLE VINYLCOATED RACKS
Pitched to speed drying.
UPPER and LOWER SPRAY ARMS
Fan-spray nozzles clean glasses
inside and out.

CHEMICAL FLOW SIGHT GLASSES
Illuminate to show chemical flow
during wash cycle.
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An Innovative Approach
to Glass Handling

Tend Bar, not Glasses
Clean and Sanitized in
Just Two Minutes
At the heart of the station is an efficient,
low-temperature glasswasher with two
removable racks. It provides consistently
clean and sanitary glassware with each
wash cycle.

Convenient
Storage Cabinet
Provides space to house six
racks of clean glassware,
all within arm’s reach.

The Perlick GHS72 Glass Handling Station

Efficiency Start Here
Hand washing is inefficient, time consuming,
and can result in lost bar revenue.

The answer to efficient glass handling.

Efficient glass handling starts at the
glass preparation cabinet, complete
with sink, spray hose and space to
house three racks of dirty glassware.

Bonus: Rejuvenated Bartender
The Perlick Glass Handling Station.
Total efficiency right under the bar.

Heightened Customer Awareness

The bar’s a busy place … a real money-maker.
But at peak hours, profits suffer if the action
behind the bar isn’t efficient … glass washing in
one place, storage in another. In one shift, a
bartender can put on miles just taking care of
glassware. And, when bartenders tend glasses,
they’re not tending bar. That means lost revenue.

Bartender is less distracted. Can concentrate on
customers. Serves more drinks. Brings in more money.

More Aggressive Business Posture
Bartender stands taller because bending over sink to
wash glasses is eliminated.

Glass handling efficiency starts at the glass
preparation cabinet, where up to three racks of
dirty glasses can be held for washing. Then,
when time permits, the bartender simply places
a rack into the glasswasher and presses the wash
switch. Two minutes later, glasses are clean and
sanitized. The rack of clean glassware can then
be moved to the adjacent storage cabinet, to a
drink preparation area, or anywhere clean
glasses are needed. No wasted energy carrying
only a few glasses at a time.
Perlick puts bartenders where they ought to be:
face-to-face with customers. The Perlick glass
handling station packs beer-clean washing
power with storage for up to 250 glasses in just
six feet of underbar space.
Behind the bar, wasted motion is wasted money.
The Perlick glass handling station saves motion …
and that adds up to greater bar profits.

Improved Self-Image
Automatic glasswasher frees bartender from drudgery
of washing glasses by hand. Bartender enjoys higher
self-esteem, exudes positive self-image. Customers
respond favorably.

Heightened Customer Awareness
Transporting glassware in racks, bartender quickly and
efficiently organizes bar area. Everything’s clean, neat
and appealing.

Handy Chemical
Storage Compartment
Chemical containers are kept off the
floor and out of the way, minimizing
the chance of chemical spills.

Fully Portable Racks
Bartender can transport and store
up to 23 glasses at a time in each
removable glass rack. Racks are
angled, allowing glass tops to drain.
That means less mess behind the bar.

